Characterizing structures, energetics, and spectra of species on the 1,3[H, C, As] potential energy surfaces: A high-level theoretical contribution.
The ground and the low lying electronic states of structures on the 1,3[H, C, As] potential energy surfaces were investigated with the highly correlated theoretical approaches CCSD(T), CCSD(T)-F12b, and CASSCF/MRCI along with the series of correlation consistent (aug-cc-pVnZ, n = D, T, Q, 5) basis sets. Energetic and spectroscopic parameters were obtained at the complete basis set limit, and the effect of core-valence correlation on these properties evaluated. Fundamental frequencies were also computed with the variational configuration interaction (VCI) approach. Heats of formation at 0 and 298.15 K were estimated for HCAs and CH, AsH, CAs, and HCAs, as well as the calculation of ionization potentials for HCAs. Comparisons of the present results with literature ones for the systems HCN/HNC, HCP/HPC highlight similarities and differences among these systems. Altogether, this investigation provides a very reliable characterization of the species on the surfaces and should guide future experimental studies on these systems.